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Overview

• Free energies and Probabilities

• Thermodynamic cycles

• (Free energy perturbation (FEP))

• Thermodynamic integration (TI)

• (Jarzynski equality

• Crooks fluctuation theorem)

• Potential of mean force (PMF)
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Free Energies and Probabilities

• Free energies are related to probabilities of states

Partition function

Probability to be in state s Ps =
1

Z
e
!!Es

Normalization with Z → probability to be in any state = one

• Helmholtz free energy

A(N, V, T ) := U ! TS = !kBT lnZ(N, V, T )

Z(N, V, T ) =

!
d3Nx d3Np e!!E(x,p)
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Thermodynamic Cycles

• Which ligand binds better? 
What you often want to know: ΔΔG = ΔG1 - ΔG2

• Instead of measuring ΔG1 and ΔG2, it is often easier to 
computationally “measure” ΔG3 and ΔG4

• Alchemical transformation in bulk and in binding site

• Other important example: How does a mutation 
  destabilize a folded compared to the unfolded protein?
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Thermodynamic Integration

• Instead of FEP, better do a TI !

• Idea: Parameter λ smoothly switches from state A to B

H(!) = (1 ! !)HA + !HB

G(A ! B) =

!

1

0

d!

"

"

"H(!)

"!

#

!

• Switch slowly from λ=0 to λ=1 and integrate the dgdl.xvg 
output of mdrun. Problem: non-equilibrium/hysteresis effects

• Choose 20 to 50 discrete λ-steps (init-lambda), sample each 
λ-step at constant lambda (delta-lambda=0), integrate the 
averages (discrete TI)
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Example TI: Solvation of Ethanol
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Example TI: Solvation of Ethanol
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Total DGsolv ~ -19.3 kJ/mol
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Constrained free energies

• “Constrained free energies”. Some observable f constrained to ξ

Partition function

Helmholtz Free Energy

Probability to be in state with f=ξ P (!) =
Z(!)

Z
=

1

Z
e!!G(")

Relative probabilities of states ξ1 and ξ2

Z(!) =

!
d3x d3Np "(f(x,p) ! !) e!!E(x,p)

A(!) = !kBT lnZ(!)

Z(x1) =

!
dy1 dz1dx2 · · · dxN dN

p e!!E(x,p)

P (!2) = P (!1) e!![A("2)!A("1)]
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Typical reaction coordinates ξ

Continuous reaction coordinates
• Distance between two ions/molecules
• Ion position along an ion channel
• Tilting angle of helix in membrane

Discrete reaction coordinates
• ligand bound or unbound
• alchemical transformation (mutation)
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Potential of mean force (PMF)

The negative derivative of  a constrained free energy is the mean 
force along the reaction coordinate

!

!G(a)

!a
=

!

F (a)
"

G(b) = G(a) !

!

b

a

d!
"

F (!)
#

→ Constrain system at various positions ξ1,...,ξn along reaction 
coordinate, measure the average force, and integrate the force

➭ A potential of mean force is a free energy profile !
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Potential of mean force (PMF)

→ Alternative: Umbrella sampling

From Justin Lemkul’s umbrella sampling tutorial (gmx website)

→ Restrain system with harmonic potential wi(ξ) along ξ
     Check pull_XXX mdp-options in GROMACS
→ generate trajectories (probabilities) referring to V(x)+wi(ξ)
→ Use Weighted Histogram Analysis Method to compute G(ξ) 
     (g_wham)
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Barriers are related to rates

k = ! e
!! !G

• Experimentalists measure rates
• But: many biological processes hardly ever occur in 
simulation under equilibrium
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Computing PMFs from simulation

How do I get a PMF (or free energy profile) from a simulation?

Method 1: Simulate very long, get probability along reaction 
                coordinate, compute G(ξ) via

G(!) = !kBT ln P (!)

Method 2: Constrain system at various positions ξ1,...,ξn along reaction 
                coordinate, measure the average (mean) force, and integrate 
                the mean force

Method 3: Restrain (bias) system at various positions ξ1,...,ξn along 
                reaction coordinate using additional harmonic potentials
                (“umbrealla sampling”)

Vi(!) =
1

2
(! ! !i)

2

Compute unbiased probabilities using WHAM.

E.g. the RDF of 
water
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Umbrella sampling - simple example

Unknown PMF

Histograms from simulations
with restrained system

PMF constructed from 
histograms
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NH3 permeation across lipid membrane

40 mol% cholesterol
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Permeation of different molecules
through different membranes

cholesterol, all atoms except for the hydroxyl group were included, and
for phospholipids, all tail atoms up to the three glycerol carbon atoms
were included. The potential energy was averaged over the last 10 and
100 ns of the equilibrium simulations for cholesterol-free and
cholesterol-containing simulations, respectively. Statistical errors for
Vtails were derived by binning analysis.68

Umbrella Sampling Simulations. Starting structures for the
umbrella simulations were taken from randomly chosen snapshots of
the last 5 ns and the last 20 ns of the cholesterol-free and cholesterol-
containing equilibrium simulations, respectively. The membrane
normal z was chosen as reaction coordinate for solute permeation,
where z = 0 nm is defined by the center of mass (COM) of the lipid
and cholesterol molecules. Here, the COM was computed using a
weighted sum over the membrane atoms within a cylinder of radius
12 Å, centered at the respective solute and aligned along the z-axis.
Here, a weight of 1 was assigned to all atoms within a distance of 8 Å
to the cylinder axis, and the weights were switched to 0 between 8 and
12 Å. That procedure avoids artifacts in the PMF due to undulation of
the membrane. The reaction coordinate was divided into 264!392
equidistant sections, with each section representing the center of an
umbrella window. Adjacent umbrella windows were separated by
0.25 Å, and the umbrella windows spanned the complete space
between one bulk water region across the membrane and into the
other bulk water region.
Solutes were inserted at the umbrella centers. To save computa-

tional resources, four or five different umbrella windows were sampled
within each simulation, keeping a distance of 15 Å along z for propane,
nitric oxide, and ammonia and a distance of 20 Å for ethanol, benzene,
and neopentane. In addition, to further reduce the statistical error, four
solutes were sampled within each umbrella window simultaneously,
where the four solutes were separated by approximately half the width
of the simulation box in the x!y plane. Hence, 16!20 umbrella
histograms could be collected from each umbrella simulation. Water
molecules which overlapped with the solute were removed. Overlaps
between the solute and lipid atoms were removed by gradually
switching on Lennard-Jones interactions between the solute and the
rest of the system within 1000 simulation steps, using soft-core
Lennard-Jones potentials and a stochastic dynamics integration
scheme. Subsequently, the energy of each structure was minimized.
Two typical simulation systems, containing either purely phospholi-
pids or phospholipids and cholesterol, are shown in Figure 1.
A harmonic umbrella potential acting on the center of mass of the

solute was applied (force constant 1000 kJ mol!1 nm!2). Each
umbrella simulation was carried out for 1 ns. The temperature was set
to 300 K through a stochastic dynamics integrator (! = 0.1 ps). The
pressure was controlled at 1 bar by the semi-isotropic Parrinello!

Rahman69 barostat, scaling the box in the x!y plane only, but keeping
the box dimension in the z-direction fixed.

Construction of PMFs. After removing the first 200 ps for
equilibration, the PMFs were computed using a periodic version of the
weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM),70 as implemented in
the g_wham software.71 Depending on the system, the PMFs were
based on 1056 to 1568 histograms. Here, the integrated
autocorrelation times (IACTs) of the umbrella windows were
incorporated in the WHAM iteration procedure as described by
Kumar et al.70 IACTs were estimated as described in ref 71, and
smoothed along z using a Gaussian filter with " = 0.2 nm. The final
PMFs were symmetrized around the membrane center (z = 0).

Statistical uncertainties of the PMFs were calculated using the
Bayesian bootstrap of complete histograms.71 This procedure yields
reliable uncertainties because it does not depend on accurate
autocorrelation time estimates. Instead, the procedure considers only
complete histograms as independent data points.

Below we compare the PMFs to hexadecane/water partition
coefficients, Khex. Khex of ammonia, ethanol, nitric oxide, and benzene
were taken from the literature.3,72!74 Khex of propane was
approximated by the cyclohexane/water partition coefficient taken
from ref 75. Because the experimental Khex of neopentane is (to our
knowledge) not available, we computed the respective Khex through
the PMF for neopentane across a hexadecane/water slab, as explained
in the supporting material of ref 76, yielding log10 Khex = 3.8 ± 0.3.

Convergence of Cholesterol-Containing Simulations. We
carefully checked the convergence of the equilibration simulations
through the potential energy and box dimensions of the systems. In
addition, we computed the PMF for the permeation of ammonia
across the POPE/30% cholesterol and across POPC/30% cholesterol
systems as a function of the equilibration time of the membrane patch
(Figure S1, Supporting Information), suggesting that 200 ns
equilibration is sufficient for systems containing POPE, POPC,
DMPC plus cholesterol. In contrast, systems composed of DPPC
and cholesterol carried out the slow transition to the liquid ordered
phase on the time scale of several 100 ns. Consequently, an
equilibration time of 700 ns was applied for these systems. The
equilibrated systems are available for download on one of the author’s
(J.S.H.) Web site at http://cmb.bio.uni-goettingen.de.

Apart from the equilibration of the membrane patches, we validated
explicitly that 1 ns of umbrella simulation, while discarding the first
200 ps for equilibration, is sufficient. Accordingly, a number of PMFs
were computed with increasing equilibration time (typically between
50 and 800 ps). The calculated PMFs did not show a systematic trend
with increasing equilibration time, suggesting that 200 ps are sufficient.
In addition, the calculation of one PMF (ammonia across POPC/40%
cholesterol) was carried out using 100-ns instead of 1-ns umbrella
simulations. The PMFs based on equilibration times between 200 ps
and 95 ns do again not show a systematic trend and agree within the
statistical error with the result based on 1-ns simulations (Figure S2,
Supporting Information).

Moreover, we recomputed (parts of) three PMFs using Widom’s
test particle insertion (TPI) method77 (Methods, Supporting
Information). In contrast to umbrella sampling, TPI calculations do
not require that the membrane equilibrates with respect to an inserted
solute, but solutes are instead inserted into random frames from
equilibrium simulation of the pure membrane. The PMFs from TPI
favorably agree with the umbrella sampling results (Figure S3,
Supporting Information), suggesting again that the umbrella sampling
simulations are not biased by insufficient equilibration.

! RESULTS
Permeation across Pure Phospholipid Membranes.

Because the present study focuses on the effect of cholesterol
on membrane permeability, we discuss only the general features
of PMFs for pure phospholipid membranes. These PMFs
mainly serve as a reference for the following sections on
cholesterol-containing membranes.

Figure 1. Typical simulation systems of membranes of (A) pure
POPC and (B) POPC plus 40 mol % cholesterol. POPC molecules are
shown in gray, cholesterol in blue, and water in red/white. A number
of benzene molecules, as present in umbrella sampling simulations, are
shown in green/white sphere representation and 2-nm scales are
indicated by magenta rods.

Journal of the American Chemical Society Article

dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja211929h | J. Am. Chem. Soc. XXXX, XXX, XXX!XXXC

Pull multiple molecules through in one simulation
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Permeation of different molecules
through different membranes

Figure 2A presents the PMFs for ammonia, ethanol, nitric
oxide, propane, benzene, and neopentane permeating across
membranes of pure POPE, POPC, DMPC, or DPPC. PMF in
Figure 2A were symmetrized between the two leaflets in order
to incorporate the symmetry of the membrane. Nonsymme-
trized PMFs are shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information).
Whereas all PMFs for POPE, POPC, and DMPC correspond to
a temperature of 300 K, all DPPC PMFs were derived at 323 K
to avoid the transition to the gel phase. The color coding of the
curves is explained in the figure legend. z = 0 represents the
center of the bilayer. The lipid tails are located in the region |z|
≤ 1.5 nm, and lipid head groups are located around |z| ∼ 2 nm.
As previously pointed out,7,8,10 PMFs are by no means flat

across the membrane, but instead the structural inhomogeneity
of the membrane is reflected in four main features of the PMFs.

The first feature is a nearly flat PMF in the two bulk water
regimes at |z| > 2.5−3 nm. The second feature is a barrier for
hydrophobic solutes at the lipid head groups (HGs) around |z|
≈ 2 nm. That barrier is more pronounced in the POPE
membrane than in any of the three phosphatidylcholine (PC)
membranes, suggesting that strong salt bridges between the
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) HGs as well as hydrogen
bonds between PE HGs and nearby water molecules are
required to break upon the insertion of a solute. As expected,
that barrier increases with the size and hydrophobicity of the
solute. The larger the solute, the more HG−HG and HG−
water interactions are lost upon permeation. The more
hydrophobic the solute, the lower is its ability to replace
these lost interactions by solute−HG interactions. In PC HGs,
where the positive charge is shielded by three methyl groups,
the polar interactions of the HGs are weaker, rationalizing the
lower HG barriers in the PC membranes. The third feature is
the region of the lipid tails around |z| ∼ 1 nm, where the
maxima of the PMFs for ammonia and ethanol are located
(Figure 2A, black and magenta curves) and where the PMFs for
the hydrophobic solutes are flat or saddle point shaped.
Because, in addition to the maxima in the PMFs, the diffusion
constant was shown to be low in the lipid tail region,8,10 that
region is expected to constitute the rate-limiting resistance
against full permeation events of polar solutes. In the following
sections we show that the addition of cholesterol increases the
excess free energy for a solute in that region. The fourth and
final feature is a local minimum at the center of the bilayer (|z|
≲ 0.3 nm). That region is characterized by a reduced lipid tail
density and increased free volume.8 Hence, a solute located at
this position does not break van der Waals contacts between
lipid tails, rationalizing the more favorable free energy.
Figure 2B relates the PMFs to Overton’s rule, stating that the

permeability of a given membrane is proportional to the
hexadecane/water (or oil/water) partition coefficient.78 The
graph plots the transfer free energies for moving a solute from
bulk water to the tail regions of the four membranes near |z| ≈
1 nm, denoted ΔGw!tails, versus hydrophobicity of the solute, as
measured from the logarithm of the hexadecane/water partition
coefficient log10 Khex. ΔGw!tails (circles, squares, diamonds, and
triangles) is compared to the transfer free energy for moving a
solute from water to hexadecane ΔGw!hex (dashed line). In line
with Overton’s rule, the overall trend of ΔGw!tails agrees
favorably with ΔGw!hex, yielding confidence in the applied
simulation parameters and protocols. However, ΔGw!tails for a
specific solute may differ by a few kilojoules/mole in different
membranes. For instance, ΔGw!tails for ammonia equals 21 and
14.5 kJ/mol for POPE and POPC, respectively, suggesting that
solute partitioning is not purely determined by the solute
hydrophobicity but, in addition, is altered by the packing of the
specific lipid. These findings agree to experimentally observed
effects from chain ordering and lipid density on solute
partitioning into lipid membranes.5,32

Now, that we have established the physicochemical
characteristics of partitioning in pure phospholipid membranes
and have compared these results to previous studies, we turn
toward the effects of the addition of cholesterol.

PMFs of Cholesterol-Containing Membranes. Figure 3
presents the PMFs for solutes permeating across membranes
with an increasing cholesterol content [Chol] between 0 and 50
mol %. Because the PMFs were symmetrized over the two
membrane leaflets, we here show only the PMF for one leaflet,
ranging from the center of the membrane at z = 0 nm to into

Figure 2. Partitioning in pure phospholipid membranes. (A)
Potentials of mean force (PMFs) for the permeation of ammonia
(black), ethanol (magenta), nitric oxide (red), benzene (blue),
propane (cyan), and neopentane (orange) across membranes of
pure POPE, POPC, DMPC, and DPPC, as indicated in the graphs.
Data for POPE, POPC, and DMPC corresponds to a temperature of
300 K and DPPC data to 323 K. (B) Transfer free energy ΔGw!tails for
moving a solute from bulk water into the lipid tail regions of the
PMFs. ΔGw!tails is plotted versus the logarithm of the hexadecane/
water partition coefficient log Khex of the respective solute. Different
symbols indicate ΔGw!tails in different membranes, as shown in the
legend. The dashed line corresponds to the free energy ΔGw!hex = −
kBT In Khex for moving the solute from water to hexadecane.

Journal of the American Chemical Society Article

dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja211929h | J. Am. Chem. Soc. XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXXD
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Permeation of different molecules
through different membranes

Figure 2A presents the PMFs for ammonia, ethanol, nitric
oxide, propane, benzene, and neopentane permeating across
membranes of pure POPE, POPC, DMPC, or DPPC. PMF in
Figure 2A were symmetrized between the two leaflets in order
to incorporate the symmetry of the membrane. Nonsymme-
trized PMFs are shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information).
Whereas all PMFs for POPE, POPC, and DMPC correspond to
a temperature of 300 K, all DPPC PMFs were derived at 323 K
to avoid the transition to the gel phase. The color coding of the
curves is explained in the figure legend. z = 0 represents the
center of the bilayer. The lipid tails are located in the region |z|
≤ 1.5 nm, and lipid head groups are located around |z| ∼ 2 nm.
As previously pointed out,7,8,10 PMFs are by no means flat

across the membrane, but instead the structural inhomogeneity
of the membrane is reflected in four main features of the PMFs.

The first feature is a nearly flat PMF in the two bulk water
regimes at |z| > 2.5−3 nm. The second feature is a barrier for
hydrophobic solutes at the lipid head groups (HGs) around |z|
≈ 2 nm. That barrier is more pronounced in the POPE
membrane than in any of the three phosphatidylcholine (PC)
membranes, suggesting that strong salt bridges between the
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) HGs as well as hydrogen
bonds between PE HGs and nearby water molecules are
required to break upon the insertion of a solute. As expected,
that barrier increases with the size and hydrophobicity of the
solute. The larger the solute, the more HG−HG and HG−
water interactions are lost upon permeation. The more
hydrophobic the solute, the lower is its ability to replace
these lost interactions by solute−HG interactions. In PC HGs,
where the positive charge is shielded by three methyl groups,
the polar interactions of the HGs are weaker, rationalizing the
lower HG barriers in the PC membranes. The third feature is
the region of the lipid tails around |z| ∼ 1 nm, where the
maxima of the PMFs for ammonia and ethanol are located
(Figure 2A, black and magenta curves) and where the PMFs for
the hydrophobic solutes are flat or saddle point shaped.
Because, in addition to the maxima in the PMFs, the diffusion
constant was shown to be low in the lipid tail region,8,10 that
region is expected to constitute the rate-limiting resistance
against full permeation events of polar solutes. In the following
sections we show that the addition of cholesterol increases the
excess free energy for a solute in that region. The fourth and
final feature is a local minimum at the center of the bilayer (|z|
≲ 0.3 nm). That region is characterized by a reduced lipid tail
density and increased free volume.8 Hence, a solute located at
this position does not break van der Waals contacts between
lipid tails, rationalizing the more favorable free energy.
Figure 2B relates the PMFs to Overton’s rule, stating that the

permeability of a given membrane is proportional to the
hexadecane/water (or oil/water) partition coefficient.78 The
graph plots the transfer free energies for moving a solute from
bulk water to the tail regions of the four membranes near |z| ≈
1 nm, denoted ΔGw!tails, versus hydrophobicity of the solute, as
measured from the logarithm of the hexadecane/water partition
coefficient log10 Khex. ΔGw!tails (circles, squares, diamonds, and
triangles) is compared to the transfer free energy for moving a
solute from water to hexadecane ΔGw!hex (dashed line). In line
with Overton’s rule, the overall trend of ΔGw!tails agrees
favorably with ΔGw!hex, yielding confidence in the applied
simulation parameters and protocols. However, ΔGw!tails for a
specific solute may differ by a few kilojoules/mole in different
membranes. For instance, ΔGw!tails for ammonia equals 21 and
14.5 kJ/mol for POPE and POPC, respectively, suggesting that
solute partitioning is not purely determined by the solute
hydrophobicity but, in addition, is altered by the packing of the
specific lipid. These findings agree to experimentally observed
effects from chain ordering and lipid density on solute
partitioning into lipid membranes.5,32

Now, that we have established the physicochemical
characteristics of partitioning in pure phospholipid membranes
and have compared these results to previous studies, we turn
toward the effects of the addition of cholesterol.

PMFs of Cholesterol-Containing Membranes. Figure 3
presents the PMFs for solutes permeating across membranes
with an increasing cholesterol content [Chol] between 0 and 50
mol %. Because the PMFs were symmetrized over the two
membrane leaflets, we here show only the PMF for one leaflet,
ranging from the center of the membrane at z = 0 nm to into

Figure 2. Partitioning in pure phospholipid membranes. (A)
Potentials of mean force (PMFs) for the permeation of ammonia
(black), ethanol (magenta), nitric oxide (red), benzene (blue),
propane (cyan), and neopentane (orange) across membranes of
pure POPE, POPC, DMPC, and DPPC, as indicated in the graphs.
Data for POPE, POPC, and DMPC corresponds to a temperature of
300 K and DPPC data to 323 K. (B) Transfer free energy ΔGw!tails for
moving a solute from bulk water into the lipid tail regions of the
PMFs. ΔGw!tails is plotted versus the logarithm of the hexadecane/
water partition coefficient log Khex of the respective solute. Different
symbols indicate ΔGw!tails in different membranes, as shown in the
legend. The dashed line corresponds to the free energy ΔGw!hex = −
kBT In Khex for moving the solute from water to hexadecane.

Journal of the American Chemical Society Article

dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja211929h | J. Am. Chem. Soc. XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXXD

Results correlate somewhat with Khex
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Effect of Cholesterol in Membrane

the bulk water at z ! 3 nm. Nonsymmetrized PMFs are shown
in Figure S5 (Supporting Information). In Figure 3, each
column represents a specific solute, while each row shows the
PMFs for membranes containing one specific phospholipid
(POPE, POPC, DMPC, or DPPC). The colors of the curves
encode the cholesterol content of 0% (black), 20% (red), 30%
(green), 40% (blue), and 50% (orange). Hence, the PMFs in
Figure 2A are shown in Figure 3 as black curves to allow the
visual comparison to the PMFs for cholesterol-containing
membranes.
With increasing cholesterol concentration ([Chol]), all

PMFs increase in the lipid tail region around z ! 1 nm,
where the bulky polycyclic groups of cholesterol are located
(Figure 1B). Because the PMFs were defined to zero in the
bulk water regimes, that increase corresponds to an increase in
the transfer free energy ΔGw!tails for moving a solute from the
bulk water into the lipid tail region or, in turn, to a decrease of
the respective solute partition coefficient Kw!tails = exp-
["ΔGw!tails/kBT]. Depending on the solute and the type of
phospholipid, ΔGw!tails increases between 10 and 45 kJ/mol
upon the addition of 50 mol % cholesterol, corresponding to a

strong decrease of the partition coefficient by 2"7 orders of
magnitude. That decrease is much more pronounced than in
experiments on macroscopic membranes (see Discussion).
In the very center of the membrane at z ! 0, in contrast, the

PMFs are nearly unaffected by [Chol] (Figure 3). That finding
is in line with the simulation snapshots of cholesterol-
containing membranes (Figure 1B). Cholesterol molecules do
not extend into the membrane center and, therefore, do not
enhance the packing at z ! 0. Because the PMFs strongly
increase at |z| ! 1 nm with increasing [Chol], however (last
paragraph), solutes solvated in the hydrophobic part of the
membrane are consequently increasingly concentrated into the
center of the membrane. That finding further suggests that the
partitioning of solutes to an arbitrary position in the membrane
is much less affected by [Chol] than the partitioning in the lipid
tail region. Experiments that probe the spacially averaged solute
partitioning in the membrane, but do not probe the partitioning
in a z-dependent manner, may therefore not detect the strong
cholesterol effect in the lipid tail region around |z| ! 1 nm.
Apart from the change in the lipid tail region, the PMFs are

affected in the headgroup regions by cholesterol. The most

Figure 3. Partitioning in cholesterol-containing membranes. Potentials of mean force for the permeation of (from left column to right column)
ammonia, ethanol, nitric oxide, benzene, propane, and neopentane. The rows present PMFs of membranes containing different types of
phospholipids. From top to bottom: POPE, POPC, DMPC, and DPPC, as indicated on the right-hand side. The color of the curves encode the
cholesterol content (see legend): black, 0%; red, 20%; green, 30%; blue, 40%; orange, 50% cholesterol. The PMFs are shown only for one leaflet of
the membrane, ranging from the center of the membrane at z = 0 nm to the bulk water at z = 3.5 nm.

Journal of the American Chemical Society Article

dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja211929h | J. Am. Chem. Soc. XXXX, XXX, XXX"XXXE
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Neopentane in membrane

In addition, the large amount of data allows one to detect
structural determinants for partitioning via correlation analysis.
There is substantial correlation (r = !0.88) between the area
per phospholipid AL and the transfer free energy ΔGw!tails for
moving a solute from water into the lipid tail region, in line
with previous experimental studies.32,35 However, when
comparing membranes of different phospholipids, we found
that AL alone does not quantitatively determine the effect of
[Chol] on ΔGw!tails, suggesting that AL only partially explains
alterations in the partitioning. Instead, we found that the
average potential energy between lipid tails and cholesterol
explains much of the properties of ΔGw!tails, as reflected in a
high correlation coefficient (r = !0.93). Large favorable van der
Waals contacts, as present in ordered membranes with high
[Chol], must be broken for solute permeation and, thus,
emerge as a quantitative determinant for membrane perme-
ability.
A surprising finding of the present study is the magnitude of

the effect of cholesterol on solute partitioning, which can be
derived from eq 2, together with ΔGw!tails shown in Figure 4.
Depending on the type of phospholipid and the size of the
solute, the partition coefficient at the tails Ktails decreases by a
factor of 102!107 upon the addition of 50% cholesterol (3 !
106 averaged over all solutes and membranes). The membrane
permeability for hydrophilic solutes, which is limited by the
partitioning into the hydrophobic lipid tail regions, is therefore
also expected to decrease by several orders of magnitude. In
contrast, experiments on macroscopic membranes typically
derived a decrease in partitioning or permeability by only a
factor of 2!6,13,26!34,87 possibly by a factor of 25,34,35 which is
orders of magnitude weaker than the effect in the simulation.
That discrepancy can hardly be explained by an uncertainty in
the applied force field or simulation parameters. Likewise, our

finding that the partitioning in the center of the bilayer is hardly
affected by [Chol] cannot account for the difference to
permeation experiments, because the permeability is limited by
the highest barrier (or lowest partitioning) at the lipid tail
regions, as follows from eq 1. Instead, we propose that a
laterally inhomogeneous partition coefficient and permeability
is required to explain the weak cholesterol effect in the
experiments. In macroscopic membranes, the local cholesterol
concentration [Chol] is not expected to be spatially and
temporally constant but instead fluctuates due to lateral
diffusion of cholesterol, complemented by temporary aggrega-
tion of (a few) cholesterol molecules and, under certain
conditions, the formation of cholesterol lattice structures.88,89

According to our PMFs, membrane areas with substantial local
[Chol] display very low permeability and, hence, hardly
contribute to solute flux across the membrane. However,
membrane areas of low or zero local [Chol] would display a
high local permeability similar to the respective pure
phospholipid membrane.
As a simple quantitative model for the permeability of

cholesterol-containing membranes we therefore suggest a two-
area model. Accordingly, the total membrane area A is
decomposed into an area A0(x) of zero local [Chol] and an
area Achol(x) of substantial local cholesterol content, i.e., A =
A0(x) + Achol(x), where x denotes the average cholesterol mole
fraction. Letting P0 denote the permeability of the pure
phospholipid membrane and approximating the permeability of
Achol by zero, the total permeability of the membrane is given by

=P x P A x A( ) ( )/0 0 (3)

In that model, the experimental decrease of the permeability of
macroscopic membranes with x reflects the decrease of A0(x),
rather than the decrease of a laterally homogeneous membrane

Figure 7. Solvation of neopentane into membranes of (A) pure DMPC and (B) DMPC plus 50% cholesterol. DMPC and cholesterol are shown as
red and yellow sticks, respectively, and neopentane as green/white spheres. Some molecular surfaces are drawn in the same colors to visualize the
molecular packing. In part B, the membrane is shown in side view (left) and top view (right). Lipid tails in pure DMPC are disordered (A, top) and
the solvation of neopentane (A, bottom) does not alter the local membrane structure. With 50% cholesterol, the DMPC tails are highly ordered and
form favorable van der Waals contacts to nearby cholesterol and other lipid tails (B, top). Here, the solvation of neopentane requires the rupture of
large van der Waals contacts, the formation of voids above and below neopentane (blue arrows), and the distortion of the local membrane structure
(B, bottom).

Journal of the American Chemical Society Article

dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja211929h | J. Am. Chem. Soc. XXXX, XXX, XXX!XXXI
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Summary Membrane Permeability

• PMF calculations give Gibbs energy as a function of a 
coordinate

• Often these coordinates correspond to a physical 
variable - e.g. the membrane orthogonal

• Very useful to extract thermodynamic parameters from 
MD simulations

• Very complex relation between phospholid, cholesterol 
concentration, solute molecule and energetics.
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Solvation of Ions and Organic 
Molecules in Water Droplets 

David van der Spoel
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Atmospheric 
chemistry: 

Surface solubilities 
influence reactions 
and processes in 
air or vacuum.
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Why do some ions prefer 
to be on the surface?

• Alkali ions are always completely solvated

• F- is solvated

• Cl-, Br-, I- prefer the surface
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Simulations

• Polarizable models from the Roux group 
for water and ions

• GROMACS 4.0.7

• Potential of mean force (PMF) = free 
energy profile ΔG(r)

• ΔG = ΔH - TΔS
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ΔH is related to Etot

• The total energy in the system, or in case 
of constant temperature simulations the 
potential energy is directly related to the 
enthalpy

• For a profile we are interested in the 
relative enthalpy and entropy
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Potential of mean force
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Thermodynamics
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•There is no simple structural explanation. 
•Energetics does explain the surface preference.

Caleman, Hub, Van Maaren, Van der Spoel, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 108 (2011) p. 6838
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Organic molecules in droplets:
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Surface orientation
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PMF

• All molecules have 
minimum at the 
surface

• Enthalpic barrier to 
“droplet entry”
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Summary Droplets

• Small to medium droplet and water 
systems studied by polarizable models

• It is possible to get detailed energetics (< 4 
kJ/mol resolution)

• New results in atmospheric chemistry

• Sampling is bottleneck
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Embrace Complexity

• Simple methods often give incorrect 
answers - even trends

• Simulation can give well-founded results 
within an inherent error margin
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Further reading

• Umbrella sampling introduction
B. Roux. The calculation of the potential of mean force using computer 
simulations. Comp. Phys. Comm., 91:275–282, 1995.

• Free energies from non-equilibrium pulling, excellent summary
I. Kosztin, B. Barz, and L. Janosi. Calculating potentials of mean force and 
diffusion coefficients from nonequilibrium processes without jarzynski’s equality. J 
Chem Phys, 124 pp. 64106 (2006).

• Error analysis when using Crooks
Götte and Grubmüller, J Comp Chem 30:447-456 (2009)

• WHAM with Bayesian error estimates: Hub et al. J. Chem. Theor. Comput. 6 
pp. 3713-3720 (2010)

• Wennberg et al. Large Effect of Cholesterol on Membrane Permeability, J. 
Amer. Chem. Soc. 134 (2012) 5351

• Hub et al. Organic molecules on the surface of water droplets - An energetic 
perspective Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 14 pp. 9537-9545 (2012)
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